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You can do this. We can help.

Dear healthcare professional:

We know how difficult it can be to keep up with changes to Medicare regulations and coding rules and guidelines. That’s why our HCPro regulatory experts are working to help you successfully meet that challenge. We stay on top of all the changes and analyze what they mean for healthcare organizations like yours. With ever-increasing demands on your time, HCPro is committed to providing you with a reliable source for updates, analysis, and best practices.

For more than 25 years HCPro has been a leader in providing the information and insight you need to understand the latest changes in coding and reimbursement rules and what they mean in your specific setting. We deliver this insight in a wide range of formats to meet your specific needs, whether you need online learning and audio conferences for group training, books to guide you through challenging projects, newsletters and online memberships for the most up-to-date information, or boot camps for comprehensive education.

We are proud to bring you our first catalog of Medicare Coding and Billing Resources, featuring the tools that can help you and your organization excel during the coming year.

Lauren McLeod
Editorial Director
HCPro, Inc.
Danvers, MA
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JustCoding is the continuing education website for coding professionals. Whether you’re an inpatient or outpatient coder, a veteran or new to the job, JustCoding will keep your skills sharp, test your coding knowledge, and help you stay abreast of CMS changes.

**Earn all the credits you need for recertification!**
Earn AHIMA and AAPC credits with either a Platinum or Basic membership! Visit www.justcoding.com for details on membership benefits and pricing plans.

**With a BASIC MEMBERSHIP for $99 per year, you’ll receive:**
- Weekly quizzes with AHIMA and AAPC credits
- ICD-9-CM and ICD-10 CM/PCS coding education
- CPT® and HCPCS Level II coding tips
- Documentation improvement strategies
- Analysis of regulatory changes
- Q&A with answers from the experts
- Access to our Coder Chat forum.

**Price:** Basic membership - $99/year  
**Order Code:** JCE

**With a PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP for $299 per year, you’ll receive all the basic benefits plus:**
- E-learning courses with AHIMA and AAPC CE credits
- A listening library with AHIMA and AAPC CE credits
- The clinical conditions encyclopedia with ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM documentation tips,
- A forms and policies library,
- A full AAPC CPC practice exam, and a 20% discount on HCPro products.

**Price:** Platinum membership - $299/year  
**Order Code:** JCPL

“Coding is a constant learning experience, it never grows old. Coders have to code like auditors and it’s good to know the different angles associated with our profession. Keep the articles coming, Just Coding is user friendly and addresses the questions we all have in our daily chart reviews and assigning codes. Thank you!”

—Cathleen Costantino, RHIT, CCS, Senior Coder, Hamot Medical Center, Erie, PA

“As a Coding Manager I rely on the JustCoding web site to keep us updated on the latest news and hot coding topics. JustCoding helps us obtain our CEs, keep abreast of the ICD 10 latest and greatest news and gives us access to sample policies and forms that help us streamline data. It’s the Reader’s Digest version of everything I need. Thanks, JustCoding!”

—Debi Hatfield, RHIT, Coding Manager, Genesys Regional Medical Center, Grand Blanc, MI

**Save $50 with your catalog source code!**
Discounts may not be combined with other offers.*

Find the catalog code above your mailing address on the back cover of this catalog. Enter it online at www.hcmarketplace.com, or provide it when you call 800/650-6787.
Briefings on Coding Compliance Strategies

**Price:** $249/year  
**Order Code:** CCS

**Briefings on Coding Compliance Strategies** provides information and strategies on how to efficiently and effectively follow inpatient coding, documentation, and billing rules for healthcare organizations. Twelve monthly issues offer ideas from peers, consultants, and other professionals that make complying with Medicare and private insurance rules as painless as possible.

**You’ll receive tips on specific documentation issues that affect inpatient coding:**
- news regarding fraud investigations
- settlements, and convictions
- advice on how to comply with hard-to-meet coding/billing rules
- and information on how to conduct coding audits and train staff

**Included with your subscription are:**
- Dr. Robert Gold’s “Clinically Speaking” column to help coders speak the same language as physicians
- The Coding Q&A monthly insert that tackles your toughest coding questions
- HCPro Express—whenever news happens that just can’t wait, we e-mail the pertinent information to you so you’ll always be the first to know

---

**2012 Practice Test for the AAPC CPC® Exam**

**Price:** $49  
**Order Code:** AAPCPT  
**Author:** Lisa Rae Roper, MHA, CCS-P, CPC, CPC-I, PCS

**Nervous about taking the exam for your CPC certification? Don’t be!**

The team at JustCoding presents this 150-question practice exam that you can use to study for the AAPC CPC exam.

The practice exam mimics the actual CPC exam in a number of ways. It includes 150 multiple-choice questions (featuring five detailed, operative-type questions) that are based on material covered in HCPro’s Certified Coder Boot Camp®, which also prepares students to take the CPC exam.

The practice exam, written by Certified Coder Boot Camp instructor Lisa Rae Roper and updated for 2012, covers the specific topics on which you’ll be tested for your CPC credential.

---

**Coding and You**

**Price:** $99 for a pack of 10  
**Order Code:** CAY0311

Coding medical records may not be your primary responsibility, but it takes a team of smart, coding-savvy medical professionals to understand potential risks to the organization’s compliance and its revenue cycle.

This handbook, sold in packs of 10, offers a general coding overview and describes the ICD-9-CM, HCPCS, and CPT-4 coding systems in clear language for non-coding professionals. Readers receive general guidance on how to assign codes and appropriate modifiers, and tips to research basic coding questions.

**Topics covered include:**
- Overview of the coding profession
- Breakdown of the ICD-9-CM system
- Breakdown of the HCPCS system
- Breakdown of the CPT system
Injections and Infusions Coding Toolkit version 1.4

Price: $129  Order Code: IICT1.4

The Injections and Infusions Coding Toolkit was developed by the staff at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, a high-volume and world-renowned cancer treatment facility in Houston. They designed a tool that makes it easy for staff to capture correct codes at point of service—or for coders to use to assign appropriate codes to bill.

The toolkit takes the guesswork out of:
- Selecting the initial service
- Deciding which codes can be reported in combination with other codes

Your toolkit is updated with 2012 CPT changes and everything you need to get started today, including:
- 5 copies of the color-coded, laminated coding decision tree
- 5 copies of pocket-sized “cheat sheets” to help identify frequently used codes
- A CD-ROM with the coding tree files you can customize for your facility
- A PDF training guide and a PowerPoint training presentation


Price: $149  Order Code: AEMC2
Author: Joe Rivet, CCS-P, CPC, CEMC, CPMA, CICA, CHRC, CHC

Turn E/M audits into informative reports that minimize your compliance risk. The government is increasing its scrutiny of physician E/M coding. Conducting your own E/M coding audits is best practice to effectively analyze complex code assignment options to select and assign the appropriate code based on documentation in the record and identify opportunities for increased revenue and ways to reduce compliance risks.

Auditing Evaluation and Management Services is an essential tool to ensure audit success and E/M compliance. This second edition goes beyond the fundamentals of E/M coding and delves into the gray, problematic compliance areas. Author Joe Rivet delivers step-by-step guidance from beginning to end of the E/M audit process. With this foundation, you’ll be well prepared to enhance compliance and identify undercoding, underreporting, overcoding, revenue opportunities, and avenues for documentation improvement.

You’ll learn how to:
- Select an E/M code
- Conduct an entire audit of your E/M services
- Report your E/M audit findings

HCPro Coding Broadcast Events Series

Keep the whole team on top of coding changes and practices with the nationally recognized broadcast events series from HCPro!

New in 2012—With every purchase, you’ll receive the on-demand version FREE with the live broadcast event. Keep continued access to the program to train staff members that couldn’t make the live broadcast. Sign up now for these best-selling upcoming broadcasts by calling our customer service number or registering at www.hcmarketplace.com.

4/10/2012: Capture severity of illness and risk of mortality statistics through documentation improvement
4/17/2012: Three-Day Payment Window Explained

Our listings of broadcast events are continuously updated at www.hcmarketplace.com. Check the updated listings for our annual code update programs, including programs on ICD-9-CM Codes Update, CPT Codes Update, Modifier -59, and other important coding topics. Each digital event program provides valuable continuing education credits. Ask about the Loyal Listener Program, which offers special discounts on a multiple-program pass. Select the programs you want to attend from dozens of topics!
Documentation Strategies to Support Severity of Illness: Ensure an Accurate Professional Profile, Second Edition

Price: $149 for a package of 25  
Order Code: DSSSI2E  
Author: Robert S. Gold, MD

Written by well-known physician educator Robert S. Gold, MD, this handbook covers 34 of the most troubling conditions in documentation today. Dr. Gold provides physicians with the documentation details they need to properly express severity of illness and complexity of medical decision-making.

Each order includes 25 copies so you can hand them out to physicians throughout your facility, or use them to support physician training and presentations. The small handbook format allows your physicians to keep their copies nearby at all times.

Each handbook give you:
- Quick reference guide
- Easy to follow, simple language explaining complex or confusing documentation
- Expanded/more detailed documentation guidance
- Clinical criteria and mechanisms of each disease
- Updates to reimbursement processes

Coding and Physician Language: Strategies for Obtaining Complete Documentation, Second Edition

Price: $99 for a pack of 10  
Order Code: CAPL2E  
Author: Gloryanne Bryant, RHIA, CCS, CCDS

This unique handbook by coding expert Gloryanne Bryant, RHIA, CCS, CCDS, addresses the 34 most confusing conditions for coding and documentation. It explains the clinical criteria of each condition in simple terms and gives detailed direction on how to query physicians to get the clarification required.

Each order includes 10 copies of the handbook so you can be sure your entire coding staff receives a copy. Your coders can apply the lessons learned in this reference to every record, dramatically improving coding in your organization.

Each handbook give you:
- Quick reference guide
- Easy to follow, simple language explaining complex or confusing documentation
- Excellent aid to help you write effective physician queries

This new edition also provides a sample physician query, guidance on how to construct the best queries, updates on the reimbursement process, a coding tip sheet for BMI V codes, and a discussion of the main ICD-10 areas in which coders should begin to strengthen their knowledge.
CODING MANUALS FOR ALL YOUR REFERENCE NEEDS

2012 ICD-9-CM, Volumes 1, 2 & 3
for hospital settings and professional and nonacute care settings
Price: $89
Order Code: ICD9MH5

2012 ICD-9-CM, Volumes 1 & 2
professional version manual
Price: $79
Order Code: ICD9MP5

Price: $79
Order Code: HCPCS5

Price: $105
Order Code: CPT12

BOOT CAMPS

Certified Coder Boot Camp®
Live and Online
Registration Fee: $1,599

Learn to code accurately in the current system and help your organization reduce audit risk and get paid correctly.

Using a combination of lecture, class discussion, and coding exercises, this intensive five-day course gives you a solid foundation in coding principles and proper coding manual usage, along with the skills and confidence you need for all medical and surgical specialties—whether you are a new or veteran coder, documentation improvement specialist, or other professional. This course provides the preparation you need for the American Academy of Professional Coders’ (AAPC) CPC® exam.

Visit www.hcprobootcamps.com for full agendas, dates and locations of upcoming classes.

“The course was very challenging but our instructor’s teaching skills and knowledge allowed me to become competent and confident with coding.”

—Rebecca Brown, RN, Medical/Utilization Manager, Cochise Health Systems, Bisbee, AZ

Certified Coder Boot Camp®—Inpatient Version
Registration Fee: $1,599

Get the right ICD-9-CM code and MS-DRG every time! Inpatient coding presents unique challenges. Learn from the best in the industry.

Make sure you have the solid foundation in the fundamentals of ICD-9-CM acute inpatient facility coding that you need now. It’s the best preparation for embracing the transition to ICD-10 later. This intensive five-day course gives you the tools and confidence you need for coding inpatient hospital facility services. You will master inpatient coding guidelines, abstract actual medical records, assign correct ICD-9-CM codes and MS-DRGs, and enhance physician query skills.

HCPro Boot Camps lead the industry in coding education. You can do this. HCPro will help.

- Get certified
- Achieve proficiency
- Gain confidence
- Master the current coding system
- Take your career to the next level

Save $50 on an order of $100 or more with your catalog source code!
ICD-10 AROUND THE CONTINUUM

HCPro is the trusted source of healthcare compliance education and insight that empowers organizations to smoothly and successfully migrate to ICD-10 with a customizable transition program from pre-assessment through post-implementation that meets your unique needs.

HCPro is recognized industrywide for our experience and ability to provide expert education and guidance to the full spectrum of user groups and roles within the healthcare organization, ranging from physicians to coders, documentation improvement specialists and to finance and billing professionals.

ICD-10 Training Toolkit

Price: $499
Order Code: pkICD10TT
Authors: Shannon E. McCall, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, CPC, CPC-I, CEMC, CCDS; Jennifer Avery, CCS, CPC-H, CPC, CPC-I; Robert S. Gold, MD; Jennifer McManis, RHIA, CCS; and Garry L. Huff, MD, CCS

Get the building blocks you need for ICD-10 training success

Readiness starts today with this ICD-10 orientation program for your staff. HCPro has been providing expert coding training and education for years, and we’ll take your team to the “Ah, I get it” moment. This complete resource, a $940 value offered at only $499, will kick-start your ICD-10 training from assessment and introductory education to continuing skills refreshers that you’ll use through 2013.

The ICD-10 Training Toolkit provides the building blocks for your training programs for physicians as well as coding, HIM, documentation, and billing professionals in both inpatient and outpatient settings.

Each of the Toolkit Components can be ordered separately as well. See page 10.

Prices for individual components are noted next to each title, along with the order code for that individual product. Mix and match for your unique program needs!

Save $50 with your catalog source code!

Discounts may not be combined with other offers.*

Find the catalog code above your mailing address on the back cover of this catalog. Enter it online at www.hcmarketplace.com, or provide it when you call 800/650-6787.
THE ICD-10 TRAINING TOOLKIT

Coder’s Guide to ICD-10
Price: $79
Order Code: ICD10CG
(5 copies included in the Toolkit)

This is a 158-page training guide with detailed information about the new code sets for outpatient and inpatient coders. The guide will introduce the new system, reduce fears, and help coders understand the differences between ICD-10-CM/PCS and ICD-9-CM.

ICD-10 Competency Assessment for Coders: Anatomy and Physiology
Price: $99
Order Code: ICD10CACAP

ICD-10 Competency Assessment for Coders: ICD-10-CM & ICD-10-PCS
Price: $99
Order Code: ICD10CMPCS
(5 copies of each assessment are included in the Toolkit)

These assessment workbooks test anatomy and physiology and ICD-10 coding knowledge, and each features questions and answers developed to help you kick off your program and see where your coding and HIM staff need focused training efforts. You’ll identify key areas of your staff members’ foundational learning that your program will need to address.

ICD-10 Flash Cards
Price: $49
Order Code: ICD10FC
(5 card packs are included in the Toolkit)

ICD-10 Flash Cards facilitate new ICD-10-PCS code training for coders. These handy flash cards will strengthen your staff members’ grasp of the new code set as well as root operations.

ICD-10 Mail for Physicians
Price: $149
Order Code: ICD10MP

Developed by Dr. Robert S. Gold, this CD-ROM contains 65 e-mail messages for more than a year of documentation guidance tailored to physician needs.

Perfect for your physician documentation education programs as you kick off your ICD-10 preparation, it also includes a PowerPoint® presentation that provides an overview of ICD-10, highlighting the main guidelines and documentation strategies physicians need to know.

ICD-10 Mail for Coders
Price: $149
Order Code: ICD10MC

This CD-ROM includes 61 e-mail messages—a new message to send to your staff each week for more than a year, with tips and quiz questions to prepare them on a continuing basis for ICD-10. It also includes an interactive game for coders, case study exercises, and two PowerPoint® “Train the Trainer” presentations that buyers can customize and use to train staff.

Get the building blocks you need for ICD-10 training success

BEST VALUE! ICD-10 Training Toolkit
Price: $499
Order Code: pkICD10TT
See page 9.

Save $50 on an order of $100 or more with your catalog source code!
Anatomy & Physiology for ICD-10 Coding E-Learning Series

**Price:** $599  
**Order Code:** pkANAP

Coders need a strong knowledge of anatomy and physiology to ensure accurate reporting of ICD-10 codes. Mastery of these fundamentals is even more critical as they prepare for the conversion from ICD-9-CM to ICD-10 coding.

This series comes from HCPro, the trusted source that brings you JustCoding and the HCPro Certified Coder Boot Camps—industry leaders in coder training. The Anatomy & Physiology e-learning series is your coding team’s first step on the path to prepare for ICD-10.

Coders must master the fundamentals of A&P before they begin more intensive ICD-10 coding training. HCPro’s courses offer the content and flexible format to educate coders whenever it’s convenient for them to learn. The courses provide the knowledge coders need to reach the deeper specificity necessary for ICD-10 coding.

**Earn volume discounts and train your entire team**

Call our sales department at 888/232-8915 or e-mail info@hcpro.com to talk about volume purchase discounts or a site license to train your entire team. You’ll be able to track staff activity and successful course completions. Courses are available in SCORM-compliant files for use on your own organization’s LMS, or train on HCPro’s system.

---

**THE COURSE LIST**

**Individual courses are available for purchase at $75 per single course.**

Each course describes the anatomy of a specific body system and includes illustrations and explanations, as well as a discussion of that system’s major illnesses and diseases. Interactive illustrations show detailed anatomy and highlight the appropriate ICD-10 codes.

- Infectious Diseases AP001
- Neoplasms AP002
- Blood/Blood-Forming Organs AP003
- Endocrine System AP004
- Nervous System AP005
- Eye and Adnexa AP006
- Ear and Mastoid Process AP007
- Circulatory System AP008
- Respiratory System AP009
- Digestive System AP010
- Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue AP011
- Musculoskeletal System AP012
- Genitourinary System AP013
- Pregnancy and Perinatal Period AP014
- Symptoms, Signs, and Abnormal Lab Findings AP015
- Medical Terminology for Coders AP016

---

**The HIM Director’s Guide to ICD-10**

**Price:** $149  
**Order Code:** HDGICD  
**Authors:** Gloryanne Bryant, BS, RHIA, RHIT, CCS, CCDS; Jean S. Clark, RHIA, CSHA; and Caroline Piselli, RN, MBA, FACHE

HIM directors must take a lead role in their organization’s ICD-10 implementation, including advocating for and securing an appropriate budget, developing a robust staff retraining program, and ensuring timely IT system changes. This book outlines the differences between ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM, provides a thorough timeline of events leading up to implementation, and helps HIM directors develop a project plan to manage the process seamlessly from start to finish.

**Topics covered include:**

- ICD-10 Introduction
- ICD-10-PCS Key Attributes
- Project Management
- HIM Assessment Process
- HIM Training and Educational Plan
- HIM-Specific Tasks and Timeline
- Countdown to ICD-10 “Go Live”—Next Steps
- GEMS/Translations/Mappings: Case Studies

---
BOOT CAMPS
HCPro Boot Camps offer ICD-10 education across the continuum. You can master ICD-10 for a smooth transition. HCPro will help.
- Achieve proficiency
- Gain confidence
- Prepare for ICD-10

The Certified Coder Boot Camp®–ICD-10-CM & ICD-10-PCS Live and Online

Registration Fee: $1,599 (5-day)
ICD-10-CM focused sessions only (2-day): $999

Achieve mastery of ICD-10 coding with a focus on hands-on exercises.
Coding professionals will learn to be proficient in ICD-10 coding in this comprehensive five-day boot camp. This course is updated to reflect the most current information and offers the valuable CEs you need to maintain your credentials or to prepare to sit for an upcoming proficiency exam. The two-day ICD-10-CM sessions are for attendees from hospital outpatient or professional services not requiring ICD-10-PCS.

HCPro ICD-10 Basics Boot Camp™ Live and Online

Registration Fee: $995 (2-day)

The biggest change to the coding industry is coming on October 1, 2013.

Learn ICD-10 from the coding training experts.
This introductory two-day boot camp covers the fundamentals of ICD-10 coding for all those professionals who need to understand ICD-10, but may not be coding in the system. This course focuses on the fundamentals of the new system through hands-on activities and practical discussions. You will learn to identify the chapter-specific differences between ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM, explain the new structure for procedure coding for inpatient services, categorize procedures by root operation, and master the use of ICD-10-PCS tables.

HCPro also offers the following HCPro Boot Camp courses for key audiences in your organization:
- ICD-10 for CDI Boot Camp™: This two-day boot camp will be available in locations across the country and in online form in the spring of 2012. Also available as a custom on-site program, the course outline is tailored specifically to the needs of the documentation improvement specialists.
- ICD-10 for Physicians: This course is available as customized on-site education to organizations needing a physician-led ICD-10 education program.

“I went into this course feeling overwhelmed. Shannon made me feel I could conquer anything ICD-10 had out there.”
—Shawna Laffitte, HIM Manager, Sheridan Memorial Hospital, Sheridan, WY

Visit us today at www.hcprobootcamps.com to learn more about the Boot Camp course agendas, faculty, and dates and locations around the nation!
Medical Records Briefing is a respected monthly newsletter that has provided the best new ideas in health information management for more than 25 years, plus a whole set of professional resources to benefit the HIM department. Each issue is full of crucial information, such as the latest Medicare changes; practical advice on tough legal, financial, privacy, and human resource issues; and real-life success stories from other directors.

Your subscription to Medical Records Briefing keeps you up to date on:

- EHR implementation, incentives, and meaningful use
- The latest changes to the Joint Commission RC standards
- Coding and transcription management, including the transition to ICD-10
- Documentation and physician relations
- The latest IPPS proposed and final rules
- HIM and the revenue cycle
- HIPAA and the privacy and security of health information

With Medical Records Briefing, you’ll also receive quarterly reader benchmarking surveys; A Minute for the Medical Staff by Dr. Robert Gold and Dr. James Kennedy, addressing physicians to help them understand coding and documentation; the quarterly Electronic Health Records Briefing insert; sample training tools for use with staff members; and access to the “MRB Talk” Internet discussion group.

“It has always been the one single publication I MADE SURE I read every month.”

—Shari Grace, RHIA, HIM & Quality Executive, Marshalltown Medical & Surgical Center, Marshalltown, IA

Save $50 with your catalog source code!
Discounts may not be combined with other offers.*
Find the catalog code above your mailing address on the back cover of this catalog. Enter it online at www.hcmarketplace.com, or provide it when you call 800/650-6787.
The HIM Director’s Handbook, Second Edition

Price: $149  
Order Code: HIMHB2  
Author: Jean S. Clark, RHIA, CSHA  

Manage your department with the leading HIM director at your side.
This second edition is an updated version of the earlier best seller and details everything you need to know to direct your health information management department. HIM guru Jean Clark covers the gamut from documentation improvement, transcription, and electronic health records to new chapters on RAC and ICD-10. She also provides guidance on the new HIPAA and HITECH Act requirements to make this a complete resource for both new and seasoned HIM supervisors and managers.

The HIM Director’s Handbook, Second Edition helps you:
• Run an effective and efficient HIM department  
• Establish productivity standards for staff  
• Develop and implement effective policies and procedures  
• Understand the HITECH and RAC requirements and how they impact your department  
• Improve documentation quality and transcription accuracy  
• Prepare your organization for ICD-10  
• Comply with CMS and Joint Commission documentation requirements  
• Use the medical record as an audit tool  

The Coding Manager’s Handbook

Price: $149  
Order Code: CMH  
Author: Rose T. Dunn, RHIA, MBA, CPA, FACHE, FHFM  

Get the know-how to manage a first-class coding department.
A coding manager must be an effective team leader, efficiently balancing multiple responsibilities. Whether you are new to the job or an experienced manager, this book will walk you step by step through your roles and responsibilities. It provides a comprehensive and detailed look at a coding manager’s supervisor’s responsibilities, providing more than 50 figures, charts, sample documents, and resources to illustrate essential topics and provide examples.

Author Rose Dunn provides an overview of regulatory oversight, explains the coding department’s role in the revenue cycle, and provides a road map to successfully navigate the coding department’s daily challenges.

You will learn to:
• Allocate resources and structure the coding function to maximize productivity  
• Select, develop, retain, and motivate staff  
• Create a documentation improvement program and query policy  
• Establish a coding quality review program to ensure accuracy and compliance  
• Implement a coding auditing program

RESOURCES FOR YOUR CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

CDI is a profession that has its own unique needs and knowledge requirements. That’s what the Association of Clinical Documentation Improvement Specialists (ACDIS) is all about and why our association was created—to support those needs.

ACDIS is the premier national professional association for CDI specialists, with more than 2,700 members. Membership in ACDIS offers great ideas and strategies for CDI specialists as well as managers of CDI departments, case managers, and physician advisors.

HCPRO and ACDIS offer a wide array of information and education for CDI program success. With our first catalog of CDI program resources, we at HCPRO and ACDIS are proud to bring you tools that can help you and your organization excel.


Save $50 on an order of $100 or more with your catalog source code!
Briefings on APCs

Price: $249/year
Order Code: BAPC

Briefings on APCs contains everything you need to make your job more manageable and time-efficient. Twelve monthly issues with how-to articles and practical advice to its in-depth research and analysis, this unique newsletter keeps you current on the latest rules and regulations and helps you understand all aspects of OPPS and APCs.

Created exclusively for HIM directors, coding supervisors, Medicare reimbursement directors, directors of ambulatory care and outpatient services, and other HIM professionals, Briefings on APCs helps outpatient facilities understand the complexities of the changing rules under OPPS and APCs and the impact those changes have on hospital HIM systems and processes, including coding, documentation, and billing. Subscribers also receive special reports and HCPro Express—whenever news happens that just can’t wait, we e-mail the pertinent information so you are always the first to know.

The RAC Toolkit for Hospitals and Health Systems: Manage Responses and Avoid Claims Under the Permanent Program

Price: $149
Order Code: TRTK
Authors: Elizabeth E. Lamkin, MHA; and Amanda W. Berglund, MS, MBA

Learn how to respond to RAC audits and, more importantly, how to prevent them. The RAC Toolkit for Hospitals and Health Systems is your answer to turning plans into proactive action for RAC success.

Authors Elizabeth Lamkin and Amanda Berglund describe how to establish and sustain an effective RAC preparedness structure that can be adapted to fit any organization’s system. They provide best practices for successful processes and outline each staff member’s role in your RAC audit program.

Whether you’re dealing with a RAC or another government auditor, you need a program that’s running as effectively as it can be. You will use the authors tested, proven, and practical tools to build a more effective billing compliance program. You’ll learn how to bring finance and clinical groups together for operational improvements that drop right to the bottom line.

You will learn how to:

- Take a systemic approach to RAC compliance
- Incorporate effective structure and processes to existing systems for measurable results
- Organize committees and facilitate information flow
- Appeal effectively and within deadlines
- Use proven tools and methods for an effective RAC program

IN THIS ISSUE

- The complexities of the changing rules under OPPS and APCs
- What you need to know about the January updates to the I/OCE
- How to respond to RAC audits and, more importantly, how to prevent them
- How to bring finance and clinical groups together for operational improvements that drop right to the bottom line
- An effective RAC preparedness structure that can be adapted to fit any organization’s system

Use proven tools and methods for an effective RAC program!
The RAC Toolkit for Physician Practices: Protecting Your Bottom Line Under Medicare’s Recovery Audit Contractor Program

Price: $79  
Order Code: RACTP  
Author: Elizabeth E. Lamkin, MHA; and Amanda W. Berglund, MS, MBA

Physician practice settings are getting audited by RACs. Whether you’re dealing with a RAC or another government auditor, you need a program that’s running as effectively as it can be. Authors Elizabeth Lamkin and Amanda Berglund provide you with their tested, proven, and practical tools to build a more effective billing compliance program. You’ll learn how to bring finance, business office, and clinical groups together for operational improvements that drop right to the bottom line. The RAC Toolkit for Physician Practices is your practice’s answer to turning plans into proactive action for RAC success.

Observation Services: A Guide to Compliant Level of Care Determinations, Third Edition

Price: $149  
Order Code: OS3  
Author: Deborah K. Hale, CCS, CCDS

Observation services insight from the industry’s top expert
Get the essential guide for understanding observation services and the most recent regulatory guidance for inpatient admission. Author Deborah K. Hale, CCS, CCDS, uses case studies and real-life examples to examine regulatory guidelines and fiscal management, and also explains how to manage multiple payers and find an easier way to achieve reimbursement for observation services.

You will also learn about the roles of nurses and physicians in observation services and how to foster an effective team approach for compliance and appropriate reimbursement.

Topics covered include:
- Determining the right level of care
- The consequences of incorrect level of care determination
- Correcting level of care determinations
- Condition code 44
- Using data to determine improvement opportunities
- The role of the physician advisor
- Strategies for achieving accurate reimbursement
- The Medicare appeals process

Save $50 with your catalog source code!  
Discounts may not be combined with other offers.*  
Find the catalog code above your mailing address on the back cover of this catalog.  
Enter it online at www.hcmarketplace.com, or provide it when you call 800/650-6787.

Save $50 on an order of $100 or more with your catalog source code!
HCPro Medicare Broadcast Events Series

Keep the whole team on top of coding changes and practices with the nationally recognized broadcast events series from HCPro!

**New in 2012**—With every purchase, you’ll receive the on-demand version FREE with the live audio conference. Keep continued access to the program to train staff members that couldn’t make the live broadcast.

Sign up now for these best-selling upcoming broadcasts by calling our customer service number or registering at www.hcmarketplace.com.

**3/6/2012:** Observation Services: A case study approach to proper billing

**4/17/2012:** Three-Day Payment Window Explained

Our listings of broadcast events are continuously updated at www.hcmarketplace.com. Check the updated listings for our annual code update programs, including programs on:

- The OPPS Proposed Rule
- The IPPS Proposed Rule
- Observation Services
- The OPPS Final Rule
- The IPPS Final Rule

Each audio conference program provides valuable continuing education credits.

**Ask about the Loyal Listener Program,** which offers special discounts on a multiple-program pass. Select the programs you want to attend from dozens of topics!

**October 1–2, 2012:** Medicare Compliance Forum: A Strategic Approach to RACs, Observation Services, and the Role of Physician Advisors: Orlando, FL

**Price:** $1,095

**Order Code:** MCF_100112

**Register by July 30 and SAVE!**

Visit [www.hcmarketplace.com/seminars](http://www.hcmarketplace.com/seminars) or call 800/650-6787.

Attend the **2012 Medicare Compliance Forum** to discover practical and innovative approaches to addressing Medicare compliance concerns. You’ll reduce your organization’s risk and exposure from government auditors, including RACs, and protect revenue by learning the rules for navigating Medicare’s maze. Plus, when you bring a team, you will learn important Medicare compliance concepts so you can work together to overcome operational challenges.

**Government Audit Strategies**

Recognize key risk areas from government auditors including RACs, MACs, and Medicaid and learn how to prepare the best defense to protect your organization.

**Medical Necessity Compliance**

Identify Medicare’s requirements for observation services, including billing and documentation, utilization review committees, and hear about Administrative Law Judge experiences from the field.

**Hot Topics in Medicare Reimbursement**

Identify essential Medicare compliance rules that pertain to reimbursement, including the inpatient-only list, the three-day payment window, and capturing the costs of outpatients in a bed.
BOOT CAMPS

HCPro Boot Camps lead the industry in Medicare compliance and reimbursement education. These are the only Medicare Boot Camp courses of their kind, offering the intensive learning format pioneered by HCPro Boot Camps and providing the significant end-to-end understanding needed for real mastery.

- Understand the complex Medicare rules and how they fit together
- Prepare for RAC and other government audits
- Identify missed opportunities and revenue and prevent denials
- Maintain compliance with the latest rules and regulations
- Get a solid foundation in target areas identified by RACs and other auditors to assist in risk assessment and future appeals

Medicare Boot Camp®–Hospital Version

Registration Fee: $1,699

Learn to unlock the answers to all your Medicare questions.

Using a combination of lecture, class discussion, and hands-on exercises, this intensive four-and-a-half-day course will teach you the rules and their application and give you the tools and skills to prioritize and research your own Medicare questions long after the Boot Camp. Course content covers target areas identified by RACs and other auditors to assist in risk assessment and future appeals. You will identify opportunities to improve processes and practices in your organization that will strengthen both reimbursement and compliance.

Medicare Boot Camp®–Critical Access Hospital Version

Registration Fee: $1,199

More rules apply to critical access hospitals than you think. Master the ones that matter.

This three-day intensive course targeted to critical access hospitals gives you the knowledge and tools to find the answers to your most pressing Medicare coding, billing, and reimbursement questions pertaining to this unique setting.

This one-of-a-kind class will show you which rules apply to your setting so you can successfully submit claims and get paid appropriately. It will also teach you how to prepare for and respond to RAC and other government audits.

Medicare Boot Camp for Hospitals Quarterly Update Service

Price: $149/year
Order Code: N071012

Ongoing Medicare regulatory monitoring is critical to success

It’s hard to stay on top of all the regulatory changes. If you are a Boot Camp alumnus, you know that your materials became outdated almost as soon as you left the room. Your instructors update their materials continuously throughout the year, and now you get access to those updates. Medicare Boot Camp for Hospitals Quarterly Update Service is the perfect companion and follow-up to your Medicare Boot Camp training.

With a year subscription to the Medicare Boot Camp for Hospitals Quarterly Update Service, you will receive an electronic journal every three months containing the information, analysis, and insight you need into the latest changes in Medicare reimbursement rules. Changes of specific interest to critical access hospitals will be flagged. Boot Camp alumni will be able to use the Quarterly Updates to stay on top of new changes all year long. If you are not a Boot Camp alumnus, you can still use the service to gain the analysis you can’t find anywhere else, prioritize the latest changes, and identify action points for your organization.

Order your Medicare Boot Camp for Hospitals Quarterly Update Service now, and don’t fall behind on CMS changes.

Visit us today at www.hcprobootcamps.com to learn more about the Boot Camp course agendas, faculty, and dates and locations around the nation!
The Revenue Cycle Institute (www.revenuecycleinstitute.com) specializes in regulatory monitoring and guidance, education, and training customized to your organization’s unique needs. The Institute’s regulatory experts develop and lead the nationally recognized HCPro Boot Camps®, and offer customized on-site training and blended learning programs for all audiences within your organization.

Regulatory monitoring and guidance services for organizations include:

- The Medicare Regulatory Watchdog Service
- The Medicare Membership Program
- The ICD-10 Membership Program

Watchdog Service and Membership clients include acute care hospitals/networks/systems, critical access hospitals, consulting firms, third-party administraters, staffing firms, and payers.

These clients benefit from monthly conference calls and electronic newsletter updates, which are created and tailored individually by Institute regulatory experts to analyze, prioritize, and match each client’s unique profile of services, issues, and concerns each month. Some of the tailored monthly coverage offered to clients covers the affiliated or owned services specific to the client profile, including issues around ambulance, ESRD, professional services, SNFs, home health, and more.

To learn more, please call us at 877/233-8734 or e-mail info@hcpro.com.

SIGN UP FOR THESE FREE E-MAIL NEWSLETTERS FROM HCPro!

These weekly e-mail newsletters provide free updates and news on changes coming out of CMS. Signing up to receive one or all of these e-newsletters is easy—just visit us online at http://www.hcmarketplace.com/free/e-newsletters or call customer service at 800/650-6787.

**JustCoding News: Outpatient JCN**

JustCoding News: Outpatient and Inpatient are companion e-newsletters to the JustCoding Website, which provides thorough explanations and in-depth analyses of medical conditions, diseases, treatments, and procedures.

**APCs Weekly Monitor EAPC**

A valuable and free resource for HIM directors, compliance officers, and chargemaster coordinators, The APCs Weekly Monitor answers your most urgent coding, compliance and reimbursement questions.

**RAC Report ETRAC**

The RAC Report is a free biweekly e-newsletter of useful tips and strategies to get you prepared for the arrival of Medicare’s Recovery Audit Contractors (RACs).

**ICD-10 Trainer EICD10T**

ICD-10 Trainer is a bi-weekly e-newsletter with the latest tips from the experts about how to get ready for the new coding system.

**HIM Connection EHIMC**

HIM Connection is a free weekly e-mail newsletter that covers health information management topics such as coding, reimbursement, medical record documentation, electronic records, The Joint Commission information-management standards, and much more.

**Medicare Weekly Update EMWU**

Medicare Weekly Update, a free weekly online e-newsletter that provides readers with the latest Medicare news for hospitals from CMS and the OIG.

**Medicare Update for Physician Services EMUPS**

Medicare Update for Physician Services delivers news and information you need to keep pace with news from CMS and the OIG in this FREE monthly online ezine.

**Medicare Update for CAHs EMUCAH**

Medicare Update for CAHs provides specialized information for the critical access hospital (CAH) arena, focusing on reimbursement and CMS updates that are important for CAHs. It's written by HCPro's Medicare regulatory experts for CAH reimbursement, compliance, revenue cycle and HIM professionals.
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TO RECEIVE A CATALOG DISCOUNT ON YOUR ORDER, BE SURE TO ENTER YOUR CATALOG CODE IN THE BOX PROVIDED.*

The Catalog Code can be found to the right in the address panel, just above your name.

Please provide street address, if not already listed, and make any corrections to the mailing label. Shipments CANNOT be delivered to P.O. boxes.

Your discount code is: EB109376A

EB109376A

$50 DISCOUNT*

Easy Ways to Order

1 Order securely at www.hcmarketplace.com and enter your source code at checkout.
2 Call toll-free at 800/650-6787 or e-mail customerservice@hcpro.com. Be sure to use your source code.
3 Complete and return this order form by mail or fax it to 800/639-8511.

ORDER FORM (Duplicate as needed.)
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